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ABSTRACT
High purity GaAs crystals were irradiated at room temperature 
with gamma rays. Pulsed NMR was then used to measure the effect of any 
stable defects introduced into the samples. No increases in the number 
of stable defects were found as a consequence of irradiating these sam­
ples. The carrier concentrations of the samples also did not change 
appreciably. This was determined by examining the temperature depend­
ence of the NMR decay shape and by an independent measurement of the 
carrier concentration. We suggest the following model to explain the 
absence of the new stable defects. The Frenkel pairs created by the 
irradiation are mobile. In our high purity sample these mobile defects 
anneal because there are few impurities with which they can interact to 
form complexes. Complex formation is the mechanism that stabilizes the 
radiation introduced defects in prior experiments done on less pure 
samples.
Additional evidence for a high mobility of the defects in this 
pure sample can be deduced from other measurements which indicate the 
self diffusion constant is greater than the value quoted in the litera­
ture. GaAs samples were held at elevated temperatures, from 550 C to 
700°C, in an evacuated chamber for twenty four hours and the quench 
cooled to room temperature. The spatial distribution of the resulting 
defects is a measure of the self diffusion coefficient of the material. 
The degree of homogeneity of these samples was measured using pulsed 
NMR on slices of the samples. The degree of homogeneity was thai used 
to estimate a lower limit of the pure GaAs self diffusion constant for 
the temperatures at which it was thermally damaged. The lower limit 
we found is much greater than the value for the self diffusion constant 
quoted in the literature.
GAMMA RAY RADIATION STUDIES 
OF UNDOPED GaAs
I. INTRODUCTION
Because GaAs is the best controlled among the III-V compound 
semiconductors, and it has properties that are exceedingly useful for a 
broad range of important devices, it has been thoroughly investigated. 
In particular, extensive studies have been conducted on the effects of 
radiation damage on its transport properties"'". Previous experiments 
conducted at our lab have concentrated on damage to high purity GaAs 
by gamma rays from a Co*^ source. The focus on gamma ray induced dam­
age results from their long penetration depth, that produces uniform 
damage in the relatively large crystals required for nuclear magnetic 
res onanc e exper iment s.
Gamma ray damage to solids is not caused by a direct inter­
action between the photon and the nuclei in the lattice. The gamma rays 
scatter electrons elastically ( Compton scattering) , which have a 
short mean free path, then interact with the nuclei, causing them to 
be displaced in the lattice. Since the damage is actually caused by 
the scattered electrons rather than the gamma rays, the type of damage 
introduced by gamma rays similar to that found in electron irradiation 
experiments. The one exception occurs for relatively large crystals 
where the damage from gamma irradiation is uniformly distributed in 
the crystal, while for direct electron irradiation the damage is 
concentrated near the surface.
2The gamma rays from the Co source produce electrons with
approximately 1 MeV of energy or less. For these relatively low energy
2
electrons, displacement of more than one atom per electron is rare .
The damage then consists mostly of singly displaced atoms resulting in 
vacancy-interstitial pairs (Frenkel defects). For low energy electron^, 
a high degree of correlation between the two elements of a Frenkel pair 
is expected.
Experimental attempts have been made to determine the exact 
nature of the defects created by electrons and gamma irradiations.
Earlier work focused on the change induced in macroscopic properties 
of the material, such as the carrier concentration and the mobility.
These features were studied as a function of total dose, dose rate and
3 hsubsequent annealling characteristics . Recently, Lang and Kimerling
developed a new technique to measure the ionization energy of traps
introduced by irradiation. Thus, they have a way to characterize the
centers that are created. Jeong et. al.^ identified one of the complexes
formed after annealing the irradiation damage. However, no experiment
or collection of experiments provide enough information to identify all
the stable defects formed by irradiation.
Our experiment was designed to add to the knowledge about
these defects and to facilitate their identification. The experiment
measures the number of new stable charged defects created by the
irradiation. The method depends on a theory derived independently by
6 7
Fedders and Cueman et. al. to deduce the charge defect concentra­
tions from the measurement. The theory predicts the functional
3dependence of the shape of the nuclear magnetic free induction decay on 
the charge defect density of the sample.
The NMR spectrometer is described in Chapter II. The line 
shape theory is modified in Chapter III to include the effect of scre­
ening of internal electric fields by the charge carriers present. The 
experimental technique used to measure the defect density of the sample 
is discussed in detail in Chapter IV. The actual experiments done on 
the GaAs samples and their results are presented in Chapter V. These 
results are discussed and compared to those of others in Chapter VI.
II. EQUIPMENT
8 9
The basic spectrometer was reported by Hester and Cueman in 
their respective dissertations. The following modifications have been 
made.
A. Power Amplifier
The NMB Specialities power amplifier was replaced by a solid 
state ENI (Electronic Navigation Industries) A-300 broad band amplifier. 
The A-300 is a linear 300-watt CW amplifier, with a bandwidth of 0.3 to 
35 MHz and 55 db of gain. Unlike the NMR Specialities amplifier, it is 
not gated. Therefore, the following changes have been made in the rest 
of the system to compensate for this fact.
An additional gate is required on the RF input coming to the 
amplifier from the pulse programmer. Without this gate, the output of 
the power amplifer is 0.5 volts peak to peak, when it is supposed to be 
zero. With the additional gate the output level of the amplifier is 
0.02 volts pea.k to peak. This latter output is a result of noise gener­
ated within the power amplifier, and cannot be reduced by further gating 
of the input.
One set of diodes is not sufficient to decouple this output 
noise from the receiver of the spectrometer. An additional set of diodes 
as well as two PIN diodes were placed in series with the already exisitng 
set of diodes as shown in Fig. 1. A quarter wavelength cable for the
5Figure 1. Changes to the spectrometer to decouple power amplifier output
from the receiver
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7resonance frequency is placed in parallel with the probe at the output 
of the power amplifier also as shown in Fig. 1. A set of diodes to 
ground in parallel with a 50X2. resistor is placed at the end of this 
cable. At the output of the amplifier this cable looks open when the 
pulse is on. When the pulse is off, it presents the output with a 50/2. 
power dissipating load.^ *"*
B. Liquid Nitrogen Probe
A liquid nitrogen dewar was purchased from Pope Scientific, 
Inc. A new probe that would fit in the dewar was designed. A diagram 
of this probe is shown in Fig. 2.
Experience with high voltage ceramic disk capacitors shows 
that their capacitance changes by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude between 
room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature. Tuning a circuit 
with them at liquid nitrogen temperature is therefore next to impos­
sible. For this reason the capacitors are kept out of the liquid 
nitrogen, and a cable is used to connect the coil and the capacitor.
For convenience in tuning, a Jennings variable vacuum capacitor (rated 
at 10 kV) was used.
The probe and dewar are both supported by a wooden frame 
built around the magnet. A pointer and a protractor placed on the 
wooden frame make it possible to do orientation studies.
The RF cable is highly magnetic at liquid nitrogen tempera­
ture, causing an inhomogeneous broadening of the NMR line when it is 
too close to the sample. For this reason the cable is not run all the 
way to the sample, but is kept approximately 35 cm from the sample.
Figure 2. Liquid Nitrogen Probe
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The best Q, and therefore the best signal, for the circuit 
can be produced by winding a coil with the right inductance and paral­
lel capacitance so that when tuned with a capacitor it gives an imped­
ance of 5011 at the resonance frequency. This is normally accomplished 
by winding a coil that is too long, then removing turns until the coil 
can be tuned to 50£t at the NMR resonance frequency. In this probe, the 
parallel capacitance of the cable between the coil and capacitor plays 
an important part in the tuning. Since the cable runs between room 
temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature, the parallel capacitance 
tends to drift with time. This causes considerable drift in the tuning 
of the whole circuit. When the tuning changes, so does the phase of 
the signal and the length of a 90° pulse. The instability of these two 
factors makes it impossible to constantly reproduce the same signal, 
which is required in order to signal average. To reduce this problem 
a resistor is placed in series with the coil and the capacitor, and 
the circuit is retuned to 50 fl . This resistor lowers the Q and makes 
the tuning less dependent on the parallel capacitance of the cable.
The typical resistance used is approximately 20X1 .
C. Tektronix Interface
To facilitate the transfer of data from the spectrometer to 
the William and Mary Computer Center's IBM 370, we built an interface 
between the Digital Equipment PDP-8/e and a Tektronix 1013-1 computer 
terminal, which in turn is connected to the IBM 370. The output from 
a previously designed tape drive interface is used as the output from 
the PDP-8/e. The new interface converts this output to an appropriate 
form for the bus of the Tektronix terminal.
11
The data is converted into ASCII code by the PDP-8/e. Along 
with the numeric characters, a carriage return is supplied by the PDP-8/e. 
For all these characters Bit 7 is always low; therefore, it is tied low 
on the interface. The other 6 bits of the ASCII representation along 
with a "Step/Write" signal, come from the PDP-8/e on 7 different data 
lines. Returning to the PDP-8/e is a "Busy" signal, which places the 
PDP-8/e in a hold loop until the terminal is ready to process another 
character. The interface is activated by the "Step/Write" signal which 
tells the interface to process the data on the data lines.
The interface is also controlled by three signals on the Tek­
tronix bus, CPTJNT, CBUSY, and a 6lt kHz clock. When CPUNT and CBUSY 
are low, it indicates the terminal is busy either sending or receiving 
and places the interface in a hold mode. The 6lU kHz clock controls 
the timing of the outputs of the interface to the bus, making sure 
they appear at the right time. Outputs of the interface to the bus 
are Bits 1-7 of the ASCII coded character and CSTROBE. CSTROBE indi­
cates to the terminal that the data on the bus is to be processed and 
sent to the IBM 370.
Figure 3. Interface from PDP-8/e to Tektronix 1+013-1 Bus
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III. THEORY
Recently theories of the change of lineshape arising from 
6 T 11point charged defects ’ ’ have been developed. These theories 
consider a dielectric medium in which the electric field gradient 
varies as r n , where n is an integer and r is the distance from a 
charged defect. For this case, Fedders finds the change in the free
"5 I
induction decay to be an exponential function of t , where t is the 
time following a 90° pulse. For a semiconductor, however, the charged 
defects are screened by the free carriers present. The result is an. 
electric field, and therefore an electric field gradient, that de­
creases with a separation from the defect site faster than the un­
screened field. This changes the form of the free induction decay.
The following discussion is a modification of the previous results to 
include the effect of this screening for a spin 3/2 nuclei in a lattice 
with zinc-blende structure.
Fedders examines the case of randomly spaced point defects 
with small concentrations (i.e., the number of defects is small compared 
to the number of lattice sites). He further constrains the problem to 
the case where the quadrupole shift is small compared to the width of 
the Zeeman levels. As a result of these assumptions, the problem can 
be reduced to one of treating the effect of one point defect on all the 
surrounding nuclei. Fedders' expression for the modulation of the free 
induction decay is
lh
15
-Pi i w
Q.(t>-e , (1)
where —  .
_  r \ - i  to (r)t \
1  ( t ) -  j  d r  ( l -  6  j > (2 )
and p is the density of point defects. W  (r) is the quadrupole 
frequency shift of the resonance of the nucleus located at r, resulting 
from a point defect located at the origin. The quadrupole modified 
decay shape (F(t)) is then given by the expression
F a v  (3)
where V(t) is the decay shape with no quadrupole broadening.
The first order 3/2 to 1/2 transition quadrupole shift of a 
12
spin 3/2 nucleus is
where V. .(r) is the electric field gradient at r, ^ . and V. are the
1J 1 J
direction cosines of the Zeeman field with respect to the lattice axes, 
and the constant A is given by
A *  U i - i ) ] ( 5)
where Q is the quadrupole moment of the nuclear spin I.
For the zinc-blende structure, the electric field gradient
13induced by an external electric field is given by
, ^ .
(6)
where E (r) is the k th (k = x,y,z) component of the electric field atiC
the nucleus, 6 is the dielectric constant, R ^ is a constant dependent 
on the particular crystal and atom of interest, and 8 is 1 for i, 
j and k all different and zero otherwise.
16
A screened Coulomb potential is given by the expression
j  e*
<f(r) e ,  (T)
0 *where A. is the screening constant, and e is the effective charge of
the point defect, i.e., the difference between the actual charge of 
the defect and the charge a host atom would have at that location. 
Since the electric field is the negative of the gradient of the poten­
tial, the screened electric field is given by
EC?)- §?i (i + <lr) e *r r
-  g Air) r ' <8>
Using equations (1), (6) and (8), one can show that the resulting 
frequency shift of the transition is
I' ( 3 ^  V j - (9)
where A ,  is the direction cosine between the electric field at the k
nucleus and the k direction. This can be simplified to the result
uup) = * cos 4 h 0s)) do)
where 1 •/
<*= 12A  e* ($ ^  \ ^  ^  ) j ( n )
and ^  is the angle between the electric field and the vector denoted
by the coordinates < i L ,  Jf t ,  6  t  ). The angle P  occurs in a J x y ’ y z’ z wx &
configuration average below (Eq. 13), so it need not be specified in 
more detail. If the crystal is rotated about the (110) axis that is 
kept perpendicular to the Zeeman field, X reduces to
or- fe e* ( h c o ^ © - a c o s W 2^  (12)
where 0  is the angle between a (110) axis in the plane of rotation and 
the Zeeman field.
17
To solve for the form of the modulation function Q(t), U) (r)
from Eq. (10) is substituted into Eq. (2) to give
-ill (COS 4) frCr)t'—  r  , , - W 1 \
l( t '> » dV ( i - e  •> (13)
Integrating over the angular part gives
I ( t ) =  ^itjdrr* 0 - —
Sin U
■kir) fc
ldrr {l' ^ ( r v O e - , r ) .
By making the substitutions r = x h  t and \fix~t = q this integral is
(lU)
transformed to
J. c-t) - w  |*(c^) (15)
where
Cf V - f  rl 1 (\ S[n + e  \
j d » - j .  (16)
o
The function f(q) is evaluated numerically. The screening constant is 
related to the charge carrier concentration through the Debye screening 
constant formula
(17)
where n^ is the charge carrier concentration, T is the absolute tem­
perature and k is the Boltzmann constant. Therefore, q as a function 
of charge carrier concentration and time is
r 7''t , v'/j.
V  L m T T J  K t ) (18) 
5  |3  ( O o t V ' t
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The second equality in Eq. (l8) defines |& . Using Eqs. (l), (15) and
(l8), the modulation function for the 3/2 to 1/2 transition decay shape
is given hy v iy, „ 1,
-fj ( W | « t )  1 ( 18 in,.t) ’)
Ghti a e J (19)
where
01 “  i f  R.a* ^  ^  C0Sl® "  3COiH& )'^  (2° )
Q(t) for different values of defect density and carrier concentrations 
are shown in Figs. U, 5 and 6.
As can he seen from those figures Q(t) depends much more 
sensitively on defect density than it depends on carrier concentration. 
There is, however, a noticeable effect from the charge carriers, when 
the carrier concentration becomes comparable to the defect density.
For the carrier concentration equal to zero, f(q) is given by
(21)7x
~  IS .
Therefore, for no free charge carriers, l(t) is given by
_  s t i i W  . .,*»■——  (Kt)i (22)
. , 6 7
which is the I(t) found by Fedders and by Cueman, et al.
The change in the 3/2 to 1/2 transition decay shape as a func­
tion of defect density and carrier concentration is given by Q(t). To 
first order the 1/2 to -1/2 transitions is unaffected by the quadrupole 
Hamiltonian. The composite shape is the sum of the contributions from 
the 3/2 to 1/2, 1/2 to -1/2 and -1/2 to -3/2 transitions, normalized by 
their relative intensities. The contribution from the 3/2 to 1/2, and
19
Figure t. Q(t) as a function of defect density
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Figure 5. Q(t) as a function of carrier concentration 
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Figure 6. Q(t) as a function of carrier concentration
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-1/2 to -3/2 transitions is given by Eq. (3). The contribution of the 
1/2 to -1/2 transition is just the unbroadened decay shape, V(t). There­
fore, the decay shape seen is
Fct^ *O.H Vc*) + O.L Qtu VCx)} (2 3 )
where O.U and 0.6 are the relative intensities of the transitions.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Reduction of the Piezoelectric Response
In pulsed NMR investigations of high purity GaAs, the reso­
nance signal is obscured by two effects. The first effect is the usual 
random noise associated with the circuit. Signal averaging enhances the 
signal with respect to this noise. The second effect is the piezo­
electric response of the sample, which is found to be repetitive in shape 
with each pulse. It is not possible, therefore, to enhance the signal 
with respect to the piezoelectric response by simply signal averaging.
Various attempts have been made to reduce the piezoelectric
g
response with respect to the NMR signal. One method is to wrap the 
sample in mylar to form a Faraday shield around it, which tends to de­
couple the piezoelectric response from the receiver coil. Another is 
to place the sample in a viscous liquid that tends to damp out the 
piezoelectric response of the crystal. While these methods reduce 
the piezoelectric response relative to the NMR signal, they do not
completely eliminate it.
9
Cueman found a way to reduce piezoelectric interference 
which makes use of an observation that the piezoelectric response of 
the crystal is dependent on the phase and length of the RF pulse.
Knowing this, he was able to increase the signal relative to the piezo­
electric response. His method employed two pulses, one that produced 
the NMR signal with the piezoelectric response superimposed on it, but
26
27
the other produced only the piezoelectric response of the crystal. The 
second pulse is 180° out of phase with the first pulse. The piezoelec­
tric response after this second pulse has nearly the same shape as the 
piezoelectric response after the first pulse, hut is inverted. When 
the signals from the two pulses are added, the piezoelectric responses 
are approximately cancelled. This method still does not completely 
eliminate the unwanted signal. It has the additional problem of de­
creasing the signal to random noise ratio of the averaged signal, 
since one of the responses contains no NMR signal.
From the experimental observation that the piezoelectric 
response depends only on the phase and length of the RF pulse and not 
on the NMR signal, on which it is superimposed, a new pulse sequence 
was found for increasing the averaged signal to piezoelectric response 
ratio. It is possible to use it in cases where the spin-lattice 
relaxation time T^ is long compared to the spin-spin relaxation time,
Tg. The pulse sequence, shown in Fig. 75 begins with a 90° pulse. The 
signal produced by the 90° pulse contains the NMR signal with the piezo­
electric response superimposed on it. After a time T , the magnetization 
has realigned with the external magnetic field. A 180° pulse then rotates 
the magnetization of the sample antiparallel to the magnetic field. When 
this pulse is followed by a 9 0 ° pulse, the ensuing signal will be an 
inverted NMR signal (since the magnetization began antiparallel to the 
magnetic field), but the piezoelectric response superimposed on it is 
not inverted since it depends only on the phase and length of the pulse 
which is the same as that of the first 90° pulse. If this signal is
28
Figure 7- Pulse sequence for reduction of piezoelectric response
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subtracted from the signal following the first pulse, the piezoelectric 
response will then cancel leaving only the sum of the two NMR signals. 
After waiting another time for the magnetization to realign with the 
magnetic field, the pulse sequence begins again.
A time delay of 3 or U T^'s is employed between the applica­
tion of the l80° pulse and the second 90° pulse. This allows any off- 
diagonal components of the magnetization introduced by 1 8 0 ° pulse to 
decay to zero.
The large increase of the signal to piezoelectric response 
ratio can be seen in Fig. 8. Experimental observations clearly indi­
cate this method produces a much larger increase of this ratio than 
the previous method. In addition, this method, unlike the others, 
causes no decrease in the averaged signal to random noise ratio.
Except for the loss of magnetization caused by T^ processes, during 
the time interval between the 180° pulse and the 90° pulse, the mag­
nitude of the free induction decay after the two 90° pulses are equal. 
The estimated worse case gives this loss as less than 1%, therefore, 
since the magnitudes are nearly equal, the signal to random noise 
ratio is the same as if there were no l80° pulse applied. This method 
then greatly reduces the distortion of the averaged lineshape resulting 
from the piezoelectric response of the crystal without reducing the 
signal to random noise ratio.
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Figure 8. Comparison of free induction decays using and not using the 
new method for reduction of piezoelectric response 
A - FID not using new method
B - FID using new method
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B . Measurement of the Defect Density and Carrier Concentration
The basic objective of this experiment is to use the theory, 
derived in Chapter III, to deduce the change in the defect density and 
carrier concentration of GaAs samples. To facilitate the data reduc­
tion, a procedure for examining the decay shape was established in the 
beginning of the experiment and adhered to as much as possible thereafter.
The decay shape F(t) of the free induction decay found in 
Chapter III is
Fa')* (o.s i-O.b 6K O )V (t) (210
where ^
-p, <sir> (*0 '*• f (s (aU)'1 )
Q(0 = e (25)
In practice, the decay shape with no quadrupole broadening (v(t)) can­
not be measured directly since perfect samples are unavailable. There­
fore, the defect density and the carrier concentration of the sample
being examined is determined by comparing its free induction decay to
the free induction decay of a sample for which the defect density and 
carrier concentration are known. This is done by solving Eq. (2^) for 
both signals simultaneously to give (
F ; ( O  = £ ( t > ft ( c 0 + 1  h t t x - f ( p ) F ' j 126)
/
where P , n and F (t) are the defect density, the carrier concen- 
1 u u u
tration and the free induction decay for the sample for which the 
defect density and carrier concentration are known, p n^ and F^(t)
3U
are the defect density, carrier concentration and free induction decay 
for the sample for which the defect density and carrier concentration 
are known. The constant A is introduced for normalization. Eq. (26) 
applies if the two samples have the same orientation in the magnetic 
field. In addition to an orientation dependence of the perfect crys­
tal free induction decay V(t) caused by the dipole and pseudodipolar 
broadening, there is also an orientation dependence of the quadrupole 
broadening which enters through the parameters 0( and defined in 
Eqs. (ll) and (l8). Fitting the data to this orientation dependence 
is an important aspect of the method used to extract the defect den­
sity and carrier concentration from the measurements for they are cal­
culated by doing an average over the different orientations.
Ideally, one would like to begin an orientation study of the 
free induction decays of the sample by placing the sample with one (110) 
axis perpendicular to the magnetic field and another (110) axis paral­
lel to the magnetic field. With our experimental arrangement it is not 
possible to do this exactly. The original orientation of the crystal 
is invariably offset slightly from this ideal condition and the results 
are sensitive to small deviations from the ideal arrangement. The size 
of this offset was found by doing a moments analysis as described by
g
Hester. The offset found from the moments analysis was used to deter­
mine the absolute orientation of the sample in the magnetic field for 
all subsequent analysis. A free induction decay was recorded for the 
sample in this original position and for every 10 degrees of rotation
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about the (110) axis oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field, until 
the crystal had been rotated 110°. Free induction decays were recorded 
also for rotations of 35°3 85° and 95° with respect to the original 
orientation.
For these orientations the angular dependence of and |3 
are given in Chapter III as g"^\ © ) and g" ^ \ © )  respectively, where 
g(©) is given by the expression
g(9)=o.i5(4 co52e - 3  cos’e), '--r >
and ©  is the angle between the magnetic field and the (110) axis that 
is in the plane of rotation. As can be seen from Fig. 9» g(© ) peaks 
for S  approximately equal to 35° and drops to zero for Q  equal to 
90°. Therefore, the quadrupole broadening varies from orientation to 
orientation, becoming most significant when 6  35° and approaching
zero as Q  approaches 9 0 °.
To find the defect density and the carrier concentration of 
the sample, the free induction decays for Q  's varying between 0° and 
50° were fit using Eq. (26). The decays were fit using a three para­
meter least-squares fitting routine. The parameters used in the fitting 
routine were the square root of the carrier concentration, the defect 
density and the normalization constant. Each fit, for each free induc­
tion decay at the different orientations, produced a value for the 
carrier concentration and defect density. These values are averaged to 
give the defect densities, the carrier concentrations and their respective 
standard deviations.
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Figure 9- Angular dependence of g(0)
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The free induction decays for orientations © ? 6 0 ° were fit 
also. These fits systematically gave values for the defect density that 
varied by two or three standard deviations from the average defect den­
sity obtained by fitting the data for orientations with the range 
0 - 0 < 50°. One would expect the information deduced from orienta­
tions © -  60° to be less reliable since it is evident from Fig. 9 
that g(©) becomes small for these values. Therefore, as the quadrupole 
broadening becomes smaller, other small changes in the decay shape re­
sulting from orientation errors or magnetic field drift would be mistaken 
for a large change in the defect density. For this reason the data for 
©  - 6 0 ° is not used to calculate the defect density and carrier 
concentration.
To determine the range of carrier concentrations that can be 
accurately measured by this technique, decay shapes were simulated using 
Eq. (26 ) for different carrier concentrations and defect densities.
These simulated decay shapes were then fit following the procedure des­
cribed above. The method produces an accurate value for the carrier
lk _3
concentration only if the carrier concentration is 10 cm or greater.
15 -3We are dealing with defect densities on the order of 10 cm . Fitting
of these simulated decay shapes also indicate that if the carrier con-
l k  _ 3
centration falls below 10 cm , the defect density can be found just
as accurately from a two parameter least-squares fit of the free
induction decays (see Eq. (26)) with the carrier concentrations set
equal to zero. Therefore, when the carrier concentration was known to 
lk -3be less than 10 cm , this two parameter fit was used to find the 
defect density.
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As mentioned before, Eq. (26) is correct only if the two 
samples have the same orientations in the magnetic field. To approxi­
mate this condition as closely as possible, free induction decays were 
recorded for every 2°, for 0 ranging from -10° to 8 0 °, prior to
irradiation. This established the data base for F (t). Thus it wasK
possible to match the orientations of the two samples to within 1°.
The defect density of the starting material was known from an analysis
9
done by Cueman. The carrier concentration was given by the manufacturer
11 —3(Monsanto) as 2.U x 10 cm
Finally, to apply Eq. (26) to GaAs, it is necessary to know 
the value of £  , and Q and R  ^for each of the isotopes. The values
of these parameters along with their source references are given in 
Table I.
kO
TABLE I
Dielectric constant for GaAs = 12.56 ±. 0.0^a
RlU(l010cm_1)
As75 Ga^9 Ga71
0 .2 9 ^ 0.19° 0.12c
3.l6d 2.85d 2.85d
aG. E. Stillman, D. M. Larsen, C. M. Wolfe and R. C. Brandt, Solid 
State Commun. 9., 221+5 (1971)
^V. S. Korolkov and A. G. Makhanek, Opt. Spectry. USSR (English Transl.)
12, 87 (1962)
CG. F. Koster, Phys. Rev. 86, 1 U8 (1952)
dK. A. Dumas, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, College of William and Mary 
(1978)
V. EXPERIMENT
A. Gamma Ray Damage of Gallium Arsenide
In the wake of a theory giving the variation of the NMR line- 
shape of a GaAs crystal as a function of charged defect density, Cueman 
began a study of the number of charged defects created by gamma irradia­
tions. He gamma irradiated a GaAs sample twice, and measured the defect
71density after each irradiation. Examining only the Ga resonance, he
determined that the three defect densities followed a linear dependence
on fluence.
The irradiations and measurements were continued subsequent 
to Cueman's experiment. However, the measurements of the defect density 
of several different slices of the ingot from which Cueman took his sam­
ple, showed the defect density varried from slice to slice. Thus, his 
data were reanalyzed for an important assumption of his analysis was that 
all slices of the ingot had the same defect density. The defect densi­
ties after each irradiation, found by reanalysis of Cueman's data and by
the analysis of subsequent data, are given in Table II.
The data in Table II shows a definite increase in the defect 
density of the sample with each subsequent irradiation, until the last 
one where we find a sharp decrease. For a linear damage rate, the quan­
tity Ap / ^Ny should be constant. This obviously is untrue, 
since it became negative on the last irradiation. This disagreed with 
the observation of Cueman.
1+1
U2
TABLE II
Fluence (N )(cm Defect density (p )(l0^cm Ap /AN (cm "*")
Y cl cl Y
0 . 9  - 2 .0^
1 . 6  i  0 . 1  ?
2 . 9  ±  0 . 2  0 . 0 0 9  ±  0 . 0 0 2
3 . 5  + 0 . 2  0 .001+ ±. 0 . 0 0 2
1 . 7  ± 0 . 1  -0 . 0 1 3  ±. 0 . 0 0 2
0
l.Ul X 1016
2.72 X 1016
U.03 X 1016
5.3H X H O f
-1 I—
1
ip - initial defect density of sample unknown - range of defect densities
on slices to each side of sample given
* - initial defect density unknown
Experimental results: Defect densities of gamma irradiated sample
How can the behavior of this apparent defect density be explain­
ed? Either the measurement method is failing, as a result of certain appro­
ximations of the theory being incorrect for this crystal; or the apparent 
changes are just a consequence of systematic errors in the measurements 
and the early data reduction procedure, and there is no real change in 
the defect density of the sample. We now believe the second explanation 
to be true. However, other explanations were investigated. Since these 
do, in some circumestnaces, impose limits- on the method, two will be 
presented next.
The first explanation explored was that the quadrupole broad­
ening increased to the point where one of the basic assumptions of the 
theory,
(28)
failed, w h e r e  is the Hamiltonian for the quadrupole interaction, 
and is the total Hamiltonian for the nuclei. This possibility was 
tested by repeating the experiment and examining all three isotopes, 
instead of just one. Since the quadrupole broadening is proportional 
to the product of R  ^ (a constant that relates the electric field 
gradient to the electric field, for GaAs) and the quadrupole moment, 
and this product varies from isotopes to isotope, the approximation 
(Eq. (28)) breaks down for the three isotopes at three different den­
sities. The defect densities, for which Eq. (28) fails, are estimated 
to be 10, 5 and 2 x lO^cm  ^for G a G a ^  and As"^, respectively.
hk
If the resonances from all three isotopes are examined between each 
irradiation and they appear to give a decrease in the damage rate at 
the three different prescribed levels of defect density, the behavior 
could be ascribed to the failure of Eg. (28). There is no simple cor­
rection to the theory to compensate quantitatively for the failure of 
Eq. (28). As we shall demonstrate presently no evidence for the failure 
of Eq. (28) was found.
A second possible explanation for the odd behavior of the data 
is that sufficient free charge carriers were created by the irradiations 
to screen the electric field created by the charged defects. This would 
account for the apparent decrease in the charge defect density for the 
highest dose. This possibility can also be tested experimentally by 
comparing the decay shapes measured at room temperature and liquid nitro­
gen temperature. The Debye screening length, given by
depends directly on the square root of the temperature and indirectly 
depends on it through the temperature dependence of n0 , the carrier 
concentration. If the carrier ionization energy is sufficiently large 
then nQ will change considerably between room and liquid nitrogen 
temperature so the effect on Jl will be amplified. However, even if the 
carriers have shallow ionization energies so n^ remains almost constant 
as the temperature is lowered, the change in ft. of about a factor of 
two arising from the direct temperature dependence should still be 
easy to detect. Therefore, if the carrier concentration is large
^5
enough to affect the NMR signal hy screening the electric field, the 
signal should change as the temperature of the sample is reduced from 
room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature. Thus, one should be 
able to tell if there is an effect on the lineshape due to screening.
The effect of screening can be incorporated quantitatively into the 
theory as shown in Chapter III. This makes it possible by measuring 
the carrier concentration by another method to see if it should affect 
the decay shape.
To explore these two possibilities, the experiment was repeated, 
with another slice of the same ingot. Also, changes were made to improve 
the information collected. These included examining the resonances of 
all three isotopes after each irradiation, and measuring the decay shapes 
of the resonances when the sample was at room temperature and liquid 
nitrogen temperature. In addition, a smaller fluence of gammas was used 
for each irradiation of the sample to better track the effect seen in the 
previous experiment. The fluence of gammas per step was increased as it 
became appropriate.
The defect density measured after each irradiation is given in
Table III. The errors quoted include only statistical errors associated
with the fitting procedure and do not reflect inaccuracies caused by
sample alignment or other systematic errors. There is no systematic
change in the charged defect density of the sample with the irradiation
by gamma rays. To within the experimental accuracy of this measurement
ll —3
the defect density remains constant at 1.5^ ± 0 . 0 6  x 10 cm ,
h6
TABLE III
Total Fluence (cm ) Defect Density as Measured hy
Ga69 Ga71 As75
0 1.5+0.1
1.87 x 1016 1. 5±0.1 l.i+±0.1 1 . 6±o. 1
“I
0.375 x 10 1.6±0.1 1 A ± 0 .1 l. 6±o. l
0.563 x 10l6 1.6+0.1 1. 5±0.1 l.6±o.l
0.750 x 10l6 1.6+0.1 1.5+0.1 l.6+0.1
0.938 x 10l6 1. l+±0.1 1. 5±0.2 1.5+0.1
1.12 x 10l6 1.6+0.1 1.3+0.2 l.lfcto.l
1.31 x 10l6 1 .6+ 0 .1 1. 3±0.1 l.7+0.1
1.50 x 10l6 1.5+0.1 1.0+0.2 l. 5+0. l
2.kk x 10l6 1.5+0.1 1.7±D.l 1.^+0.1
3.38 x 10l6 1.5+0.1 1.5+0.1 1.5+0.1
31 x 10l6 1.5+0.1 1.7+0.1 1.7+0.1
"1
5.25 x 10 i.6±o.i 1.8+0.2 1.7+0.1
Experiment Results: Defect density of sample Ml as deduced from NMR
decay shape of the three isotopes following 
successive irradiations.
1.1+9 i. 0.2 x lO^cm ^ and 1 . 5 6  +. 0.10 x lO^cm ^  as determined for the
6 9 71 7 5isotopes Ga , Ga and As respectively. As this result became evi­
dent the sample used by Cueman was also irradiated with a larger fluence 
per step and its defect density measured at room temperature. As can be 
seen from Table IV where the results for this sample are given, once 
again there is no significant change in the charged defect density of the
sample. The defect density for this case is measured to be 1.86 ±  0.08,
l l i  g o  71 75
1.9 ±  0.2 and 1.92 ±  0.07 x 10 cm for Ga , Ga and As respectively.
There also is no appreciable change in the carrier concentra­
tion. This was determined by the absence of a change in the shape of
the free induction decay when the samples were taken from room tempera­
ture to liquid nitrogen temperature. As mentioned earlier, this implies 
there are not enough carriers present to affect the decay shape measurably.
This conclusion is in agreement with an independent measure­
ment of the carrier concentration. A slice was taken off the sample.
This slice was irradiated with the sample used in the NMR measurements 
at the Naval Research Lab. After each irradiation, its carrier concen­
tration was measured there by N. Wilsey, using a method developed by 
lU 15Van der Pauw. ’ All the measured carrier concentrations were of
12 —3 12 -3
order 10 cm or less. Since 10 carriers (cm ) is the lower limit
of the sensitivity of his equipment, carrier concentrations of this
size would not affect the decay shape, as shown in Chapter III. Hence
this measurement is consistent with the conclusions drawn from the lack
of temperature variation of the decay shape.
TABLE IV
—2Total Fluence (cm ) Defect Density as Measured by
Ga69 Ga71 As75 (lO^cm2)
5 . 3 0 X 1 0 1 6 1 .8±0 . 2 2 .UL0 . 2 1.9±0.1
6 . 2 5 X 1 0 1 6 2 .0+0 . 1 1 .9±0 . 2 2 .0+0 . 1
7 . 1 8 X 1 0 1 6 1 .9+0.1 1 .7 +0 . 2 2 . 0± 0 .1
8.12 X 1 0 1 6 1.7+0.1 2.3±0.1 1. 8±0.1
9 .0 U X 1016 1.9+0.2 1.9+0.1 1.9+0.1
10.00 X 1016 1.9+0.2 1. 8±0.1 1. 9±0.1
10.9^ X 1016 1.8+0.2 1. 8±0.1 2.0+0.1
19.07 X 1016 1.9±0.2 2. 1±.0.2 1.9+-0.1
Experimental Results: Defect density of sample M8 as deduced from
measurement on the three isotopes following 
successive irradiations.
1+9
Since we are unable to see a measurable increase in the num­
ber of charged defects or any appreciable change in the carrier concen­
tration of the irradiated samples, the defects one would have expected 
to be created by the gamma irradiations are either uncharged at room 
temperature, or not present. Several experiments were designed to 
decide between these alternatives by changing the charge states of any 
unionized defects that were present. Attempts were made to ionize the 
defects thermally by raising the temperature of the crystal to 120°C 
(the highest temperature we dared to use because at 500°K the radia­
tion damage is known to anneal out), and optically by shining light 
from a 1000 watt light source with a color temperature of ~1+500°K on 
the sample. The resonance decay shape for the sample in both situations 
displayed no measurable change. Finally, the sample was annealed at 
525°K in a dry N atmosphere for fifteen minutes. Once again, the NMR 
decay shape was unaffected.
This collection of results points to the inescapable conclu­
sion that no appreciable increase in the number of electrically active 
defects were introduced into our sample by the gamma irradiations.
This is a rather unexpected result, and it makes one wonder what pro­
perty of these samples causes them to be impervious to radiation damage. 
Some possibilities are discussed in Chapter VI.
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B. The Carrier Concentration of Thermally Damaged Samples
One possible reason we are not able to measure an increase in 
the number of charged defects with irradiation is that the number of de­
fects already in the sample was miscalibrated because of screening and 
it is actually much greater than the increase resulting from the gammas.
The absolute defect density of the sample before irradiation was deter-
Q
mined from an analysis by Cueman of the resonances of some GaAs samples
g
that were thermally damaged by Hester. One of Cueman's assumptions 
that later became suspect, was that the carrier concentration was not 
large enough to affect the decay shape.
This assumption became of particular concern when the carrier 
concentrations of the samples were measured by D. C. Look at the Avionics 
Laboratory, Wright Patterson A.F.B. He measured the carrier concentra­
tions for four samples, three of which were damaged at different tempera­
tures. The fourth was damaged twice at two different temperatures. The
carrier concentrations for the samples at room temperature were found to
lb -3 15 -3
vary from sample to sample between 10 cm and 5 x 10 cm . As men­
tioned in Chapter IV, carrier concentrations of these magnitudes should 
have a measurable effect on the decay shape of the resonances of the 
sample.
In addition to measuring the carrier concentrations of the
samples at room temperature, Look also measured the carrier concentrations
as a function of temperature. He found that for three of the samples the
9
carrier concentration dropped by several orders of magnitude, to 10 to 
10 -3
10 cm at liquid nitrogen temperature, a level at which the carrier
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should no longer have a measurable effect on the decay shape. In the 
case of the fourth sample, which was the sample damaged at the highest 
temperature, the carrier concentration decreased from about 5 x lO^cm-^
ih _-3
at room temperature to 2 x 10 cm at liquid nitrogen temperature. Here
although the carrier concentration is not negligible at liquid nitrogen
temperature, a change of carrier concentration of this magnitude should
result in an appreciable change in the decay shape of the resonance.
The free induction decays for the samples, at room temperatures
were fitted in the manner described in Chapter IV, to find the carrier
concentration as well as the defect density. The fitting parameter
corresponding to the carrier concentration indicated that the carrier
concentrations of the samples were much lower than those measured by
Look. In addition, fits to the decay shape made by setting the carrier
2
concentration equal to zero had \  values two to seven times smaller
than fits made assuming the value measured by Look. These fits had on
2
the order of 700 degrees of freedom and %  's were about 2. Both of these 
results suggest the carrier concentration of the bulk sample is much less 
than the carrier concentrations measured by Look.
An examination of the decay shape of the resonance of the samples 
when they are at liquid nitrogen temperature tends to add validity to this 
suggestion. There is no evidence of the decay shape change one would 
expect from the temperature dependence Look finds for the carrier con­
centration. In fact, the free induction decays have no change in shape 
as the temperature of the sample is reduced to liquid nitrogen tempera­
ture, Therefore, once again, the carrier concentration does not appear 
to have an effect on the decay shape.
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The charge carrier concentration measured by Look does not 
appear to be a property of the bulk sample, but is probably the car­
rier concentration at the surface. Thus, the approximation of Cueman 
that the bulk carrier concentration is too small to affect the decay 
shape appears to be correct.
C. Homogeneity of the Thermally Damaged Crystals
Another assumption made by Cueman about the thermally damaged
samples was that the samples were homogeneous. This would be true if
the samples were held at the elevated temperature long enough for them
to come to an internal equilibrium. Whether or not the samples had been
held at the elevated temperatures long enough came under question in
light of some new information.
In an experiment by Chiang and Pearson , a gallium arsenide
single crystal was held at 800°C for 25-5 hours in an evacuated sealed
8quartz ampoule. By comparison, when Hester thermally damages his 
samples, they were held at a maximum of 700°C for 2b hours in evacuated 
vycor vessels (these were the samples analyzed by Cueman). Following 
the thermal damage Chiang and Pearson measured the carrier concentration 
as a function of distance from the surface of the sample. They found 
the carrier concentration returned to its predamaged value after U.3 
microns. Therefore, they concluded that the vacancies are able to 
migrate only U.5 microns from the surface, when the GaAs is held at 
800°C for 25.5 hours.
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In addition, Van Vechten estimated that the penetration depth
o ITof a neutral vacancy is 31 microns for GaAs held at TOO C for 2k hours 
If the mechanism for the thermal damage of Hester's samples is the mig­
ration of arsenic vacancies from the surface through the crystal, then 
from the two results quoted above, one would expect all the damage to 
reside very close to the surface of the sample, since the dimensions of 
the samples are approximately 0.6 cm by 0.6 cm by 1.1 cm.
To test the homogeneity of the samples, they were sliced into 
three parts of equal size, with cuts along the long axis and parallel to 
one of the faces of the sample. Free induction decays were taken from 
the center piece and one of the side pieces. Only the resonances from 
the A s ^  and Ga^ isotopes were examined since from the gamma experiment 
they appeared to be the most sensitive. The defect densities of the 
slices found by fitting the free induction decays, assuming the carrier 
concentration to be zero, are given in Table V.
From the defect densities found for each slice it would appear 
the samples were close to being homogeneous, if not completely homogeneous. 
Knowing the samples are almost homogeneous, the time the samples were held 
at the elevated temperature and the size of the sample makes it possible 
to set a lower limit on the diffusion constant, as is done in Chapter VI.
An important aspect of the result in Table V is that the defect
69densities deduced from the Ga decay shape are significantly larger than
75the defect densities deduced from the As decay shape. Contrast this 
with the results of the gamma experiment (Table III) where the defect
5^TABLE V
DEFECT DENSITIES OF DIFFERENT SECTIONS 
OF THE THERMALLY DAMAGED SAMPLES
Sample Quench Temp (°C) Isotope Defect Density (lO^cm
Whole sample Midsection Side Section
M2 550 Ga69 3.1 + 0.1 5.0 ±. 0.1 h.5 ±  0.1
M2 550 A J 5 2.8 ±  0.1 2.8 ± 0.1 3.7 ±  0.1
M7 6 0 0 Ga69 5.6 ±  0.1 5.9 ±- 0.1 6.6 ±  0.2
M7 6 0 0 As75 k.3 ±  0.2 1+.7 ± 0.1 . 1 ±. 0.2
M5 700 Ga69 U.li ±. 0.1 2.8 ±  0.1 U.5 ±  0.1
M5 700 As75 3.5 ±  0.1 k.l ±  0.1 3.7 ±  0.1
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densities deduced from the measurements on all three isotopes are the
same within experimental error. This is evidence for failure of Eq. (28)
75at these higher defect densities and indicates, at least for As , that
the value of the defect density found hy applying the theory is incorrect.
Indeed, the measured defect densities for all three samples exceed the
75validity condition for As (see Eq. (28)). Even though the absolute
.(•
defect densities determined from the decay shapes may not be accurate 
because the measurement is saturating, the ratio of the defect densities 
of the midsection to side section provide an upper bound to the true 
ratio that is useful in estimating the diffusion constant. This is done 
in Chapter VI.
VI. DISCUSSION
A. Radiation Damage of Gallium Arsenide
The typical radiation damage experiment of GaAs is to irradiate 
it with electrons or gamma rays and measure the change in charge carrier 
concentration. The irradiations are found always to reduce the carrier 
concentration for n- and p-type samples. The change in carrier concen­
tration divided by the fluence of the irradiating particle is called the
18carrier depletion rate. Brailoskii and Knonzenko measure the carrier
—2 —1
depletion rate to be l A  x 10 cm for a single crystal of n-type GaAs
irradiated by gamma rays at room temperature.
Electron irradiations of GaAs at room temperature show the
depletion rate of n- and p-type materials are the same. One would then
expect that irradiations at room temperature to produce equal numbers
of deep acceptors and deep donors. In n-type material, the acceptors
serve as electron traps, while the donors created are too deep to affect
the carrier concentration. The reverse is true in p-type material.
The GaAs used in this experiment had a carrier concentration 
11 -3of 2 x 10 cm before irradiation. If a one-to-one correspondence
between the creation of acceptors and the removal of carriers is assumed,
the depletion rate determined by Braileskii and Konozenko gives the
density of donors and acceptors created for the smallest dose of irradia-
13 -3tion of the sample as 1.5 x 10 cm . This figure is much greater than
56
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the carrier concentration of the sample before the irradiation. The
acceptors and donors should then compensate each other and both become
charged. Assuming this happens, after the final irradiation of the
sample which received the greatest total fluence of gamma rays, the
15 -3net increase in the charged defect density should be ^.8 x 10 cm
This is approximately ten times the defect density prior to irradiation
13 -3and is much greater still than the estimated sensitivity (5 x 10 cm ) 
of the measurement technique. It was somewhat disconcerting when there 
was little or no change in the measured defect density upon irradiation.
With this in mind, it became necessary to consider these 
results in light of experiments done by others to see if some model 
could be proposed that explains all these results. One important obser­
vation is that the crystal used in our experiment is not typical of 
crystals normally used in radiation damage experiments. The lowest 
carrier concentrations for crystals normally used in these experiments
l6 "5
are on the order of 10 cm , four orders of magnitude greater than our
sample. Equally important is that the charged defect density for our
sample is lower by two orders of magnitude, making the average distance
between charged defects a factor of b times greater for our crystal.
To emphasize my previous remarks, the carrier concentration,
3 1 8as determined by many experiments always decreases ’ during irradia­
tion. Comparisons between the depletion rate in p-type and n-type GaAs
irradiated at room temperature indicate that the depletion rate is inde-
19 20 21pendent of the type of the majority carrier. ’ ’ The depletion rate
has been measured for crystals starting with carrier concentrations
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16 lo 3varying from 10 to 10 cm , and no dependence on the initial carrier 
concentration was found.
For GaAs irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperature, the car­
rier concentration returns to its pre-irradiated value in three anneal-
22 22 
ling stages. The kinetics of the first two were studied hy Thommen.
He showed both stages, which appear at 235°K and 280°K, are the result
of first order processes. The first order process indicates that one
of the defects is mobile at these temperatures and moves until it finds
another defect, or wanders out of the crystal. Therefore, from these
annealling stages it would appear at least one of the defects created
by the irradiation (possible two) is mobile at room temperature. This
annealling stage returns the carrier concentration to within 10 to 20%
of its original value.
The third annealling stage occurs above room temperature at 
500°K. It returns the carrier concentration to its original value.
3
The kinetics of this stage have been studied by Aukerman and Graft.
They found this stage to be the result of a combination of two first 
order processes. The first process is independent of the initial 
carrier concentration of the sample irradiated. The annealling rate 
of the second process is dependent on the pre-irradiated carrier 
concentration to the 2/3 power. Lang‘S interprets this second process 
as being the migration of the defects to donors in the crystal.
Jeong et. al.^ have been able to identify at least one of 
the defects that is mobile in the 500°K annealling stage. Using photo­
luminescence on a Si-doped GaAs crystal, they focus on a particular
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spectral peak. By a series of experiments, they identify this peak as 
arising from a complex between an arsenic vacancy and a silicon atom on 
an arsenic site. After identifying the source of the peak, they irrad­
iate the sample with electrons at TT°K. After the irradiation, the 
sample is slowly brought up from 77°K, in order to observe each of the 
annealling stages. The intensity of the photoluminescence spectrum is 
reduced considerably from its pre-irradiated level until the 500°K 
annealling stage is reached. Then the intensity of the entire spectrum 
returns to its original value. The particular peak that they had identi­
fied was enhanced by the process of irradiation and annealling. They
o
therefore conclude that the 500 K annealling stage is a result of the 
mobility of the arsenic vacancy.
Such annealling experiments, while yielding some information
about the nature of the defects, do not produce a complete picture of
all the defects. The only way to characterize the individual stable
defects created by irradiation is through their electronic energy levels.
k
For electron and hole traps, Lang and Kimerling have done this by using 
a method they named deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). They find 
irradiation at room temperature forms five different types of electron 
traps. Each of these five traps has its own introduction rate. Since 
the four simple defects (Ga interstitial and vacancy, and As interstitial 
and vacancy) always come in pairs, there are only two possible different 
introduction rates for the elemental defects. The existence of five 
different introduction rates thus provides clear evidence that at least 
some of the traps are complexes.
6o
Our experiment, which measures the total number of separated 
charged defects in the hulk, indicates that the number of charged defects 
in the sample does not change with irradiation, at least for very pure 
material. It also demonstrates that the carrier concentration of these 
samples does not change appreciably. No model has been suggested that 
explains our results and at the same time is consistent with the experi­
mental results of others. An acceptable model must be in agreement with
the following observations. (l) For a crystal with a carrier concentra-
3tion on the order of 10 cm or greater, irradiation reduces the car­
rier concentration present initially, regardless of the type of the 
majority carrier. If there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
removal of a majority carrier and the formation of a defect, then the 
number of donors created by a given fluence of irradiation in a p-type 
sample of GaAs must be equal to the number of acceptors produced by a
similar fluence in n-type GaAs. (2) When the initial carrier concentra-
11 -3tion is on the order of 10 cm or greater. There is also no type 
change when the starting material is n-type.
One is tempted to model explanations of our results that rely 
on the assumed properties of a number of complexes. However, the experi­
mental results quoted above place constraints on the nature of these 
complexes. First, any complexing must not change the magnitude of the 
charge on an impurity that becomes a member of a complex unless it is 
accompanied by a change of the charge on an impurity elsewhere in the 
crystal. Any change of the charge on an impurity changes the electric 
field around the defect and, therefore, would change the quadrupole
6i
splitting of the nuclei around the defect. This would result in a change 
of the shape of the free induction decay. Since we see no change in the 
shape of the free induction decay for our sample, any change of the mag­
nitude of the charge on an impurity, as the result of complexing, must 
he accompanied by a change of the magnitude of the charge on another 
impurity elsewhere in the sample to keep the net quadrupole broadening 
the same. This is not likely, especially since partial effective char­
ges may be involved, hence the model would have to suppose that the 
charge states of defects are unchanged when they form complexes.
Complexes that result in defect type changes (e.g., donors 
that after complexing become acceptors) are a special case of the above 
argument. If a donor converts to an acceptor, there must be a comple­
mentary change of an acceptor to a donor somewhere else. Otherwise, 
there would have to be a change in the carrier concentration, contrary
to our observations. Once again, while some workers have suggested
23such type changes, in our samples the data indicates that such 
effects are unlikely.
Another problem arises from explaining our data by saying 
that the only stable defects are complexes. This is the explanation 
of the 500°K annealling stage. This stage is well documented, for 
many different samples with different impurities, growth techniques 
and type. The fact that all these crystals revert to their pre- 
irradiated characteristics at the 500°K anneal means that the com­
plexes formed must revert to their pre-irradiated form after the 500°K
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anneal. This would indicate one of two things, both of which seem unlikely. 
Either all the different crystals have some common impurity or defect which 
complexes with the elemental defect formed by the radiation, or the bonding 
energy of the elemental defect and the particular impurity with which they 
complex is a function only of some characteristic property of GaAs. One 
of these features is needed to explain why the complexes always disassociate 
at 500°K. These features are further complicated by the experimental 
results of Jeong et. al., i.e., the Si-As vacancy complexes did not form 
until after this same 500°K anneal. This poses the question of why these 
form at the same temperature while others are disassociating, and yet do 
not form at lower temperatures.
The difficulties that arise from trying to explain our results 
by complexes, lead one to believe that the proper explanation is that the 
defects created by irradiation have annealled out. Consider the following 
model. Vacancies and interstitial atoms are mobile at room temperature 
until they have formed a complex with another defect, which they do 
readily. The radiation produces Frenkel pairs that either form complexes, 
or they recombine with a relative probability that depends on the defect 
concentration of the starting material. If the starting material has a 
high defect density, then the Frenkel pairs complex before they can re­
combine. If the material is sufficiently pure the reverse is true, 
therefore the result of the irradiation is no permanent damage. If this 
model is correct, then the self diffusion should be faster in sufficiently 
pure samples than in samples with higher defect densities. We have alluded 
to fast diffusion in the thermal damage studies in Chapter V, and will
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elaborate on it in the next section. Then the reason we saw no radiation
damage, in contrast to other investigators, is the greater purity of our
starting material.
While the greater purity of our sample obviously produces the
desired qualitative trend to explain our data in terms of the proposed
model, there remains troublesome quantitative questions. The first is
that others find no change in the depletion rate of carriers due to
irradiation in GaAs samples, with carrier concentrations varying from 
1 8 1 8  310 to 10 cm- and impurity concentrations varying from about 1.5 x 
lO^cm  ^to lO^cm-!  For such a large decrease in the damage rate
1 6  3to occur when the defect density drops from approximately 1.5 x 10 cm 
lU -3to 5 x 10 cm requires some additional explanation.
The second question arises from a quantitative discussion 
of the damage that should have been created in the sample recieving 
the highest gamma ray fluence. If the damage is created uniformly in 
the crystal, then some of the displaced atoms will be located near an 
existing defect. If our model is correct, these defects will not 
anneal, and permanent radiation damage results.
15 —3We expected to create a defect density of H.8 x 10 cm in 
the crystal recieving the largest gamma ray fluence. About 3I of
ill
these (or 1.5 x 10 cm ) will be as close to a native defect as the
average damage center would be in a crystal that started with a defect
density of 1.5 x lO^cm 1  Since we assume an initial defect density 
l6 3
of 1.5 x 10 cm will prevent annealling then these 3% should not
anneal. However, an increase of 1.5 x 10 cm is several times larger 
than our sensitivity, and should have been detected. Some addition to 
our model must be made to account for the absence of this residual damage.
One possible mechanism suggested by these results is that rather 
than the defects created by radiation being trapped on individual impuri­
ties, they are trapped by a collective effort of the impurities already 
present in the crystal. For this collective effort to be effective, the 
average separation between impurities must be less than some critical 
value. For our case, the average separation between impurities is 
greater than this critical value, and the collective effort is not an 
effective deterent to annealling. Therefore, the defects anneal out 
before they are seen. Unfortunately, at this time we have no support 
for this idea, other than it could explain the observations.
Another explanation to be considered is that the vacancies 
created by irradiation of the sample can complex only with a particular 
type of impurity in the crystal. In addition these impurities can accom­
modate only one vacancy. Then for our case where the purity of the sam­
ple is much greater than those normally used in radiation experiments, 
these impurities were already complexed with the vacancies in the as 
grown crystal, leaving few free to stablize the defects created by the 
irradiation. As a result, we saw no increase in the number of defects 
with irradiation.
6 5
The difficulties that arise from trying to explain the lack 
of charged defects introduced "by irradiation lead one to believe that 
the proper explanation is that the defects created by irradiation have 
anneall'ed.
It is impossible with the information at hand, to be sure what 
is happening when the crystal is irradiated. Several experiments could 
be performed that might help untangle this mystery. First, it would be 
of interest to perform the irradiations and the initial NMR measurements 
in liquid nitrogen. This would make it possible to examine the damage 
below the low temperature annealling stages. Then, it would be inter­
esting, if any defects are introduced, to examine how they change as 
the sample is brought through the first two annealling stages.
A second type of experiment that should yield some interesting
information would start with a very pure, uncompensated crystal with
15 -3carrier concentration of about 10 cm . Then, monitoring the change 
in carrier concentration and NMR decay shape as a function of fluence 
would give a clearer indication of whether or not the crystal is chan­
ging with irradiation. This also yields data on the relationship 
between the change in carrier concentration and charged defect density.
B. Diffusion
Comparing the relative defect density of the middle slabs of 
the thermally damaged crystals to the side slabs, it becomes apparent 
that diffusion rates recorded in the literature are much too small to 
account for our observations. It is of interest to estimate a diffusion 
rate that would explain this result.
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If the diffusion coefficient D is a constant, the equation for 
the diffusion of a substance through the sample is given by the expres-
. 2k sion
T) **. 3 V C , (30)
where C is the concentration of the diffusing substance.
For the case of a rectangular parallelpiped, this equation 
often can be solved by the method of separation of variables, i.e., by 
assuming a solution of the form
(31)
Substitution of Eq. (3l) into Eq. (30) allows separation into three 
independent spatial equations and a fourth time dependent equation 
related to the other three by a constant. The four equations are
ax (32a)
* b* Y« o, (3^)
7$" o , (32c)
and
—  + (Q^b^ + C2, ) T ( f )  3 0  . (32d)
d -t
For a sample extending from - $ to ^ in the x direction
X  X
with walls at these points held at concentrations C^, and the sample 
being initially homogeneous with concentration C , the solution for
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the x direction is given by the expression
C «,*)» C.+ (CrO <33)
where
•O fl
F(*/0a I* 2  •T^ |cos^ f *Rx (34)
Our sample approximately from - f to J in the x and y directions andX X
from - II z to ( in the z direction. The six sides of the sample are 
held at a constant concentration of vacancies (C^) determined by the 
vapor pressure of As and the solubility of the arsenic vacancies in the 
GaAs crystal. The crystal is initially homogeneous, with a concentra­
tion of defects C . Since 
o
e>**b«eV 1351
the concentration of defects as a function of time and position in the 
sample is given by
(36)
For long times, when the sample is close to equilibrium, only terms of 
order exp are going to make significant contributions to
the summation. Saving only such terms, we may rewrite Eq. (36) as
[>- ¥(e*p('^ )(«<*S;+cw;a!|37>
+  « . P ( - a S i j c o . ^
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The average concentration in any section of the sample is the 
total number of defects in that region divided by the volume of the 
region. Conversely, the total number of defects is equal to the inte­
gral of the concentration over the volume. For the middle section of 
our sample, with cuts parallel to the x faces of the sample, the total
number of vacancies in the middle section of the sample (N ) is then
ms
' C  I I r  Oit't 9 - ° * y
Ids C(uhi,t) * t K * > V (f,-c .) |i-y e % - v e  j (38)
-VI •'* A
where V is the volume of the sample. The total number of defects in
one of the side sections is
A
(39)
The ratio R of the change in the average concentrations of the 
two sections, since the volumes are equal, is given
I*? 35 ~
Mss - ivc
^ -PTT1*./»***■ i (^0)
Solving this equation for D leads to the transcendental equation
(U)
or 1
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Eq. (ill) is solved numerically only for those cases where R K 1. These 
results give a lower limit on the diffusion constant for the samples, at 
the thermal damage temperatures. The results are shown in Table VI.
While the results in TableVI provide a lower limit to the dif­
fusion constant at the higher temperatures, the absence of any motional 
narrowing of the NMR line offers an upper limit to D. Motional narrow­
ing becomes a factor when the correlation time for diffusion ( 'C ) is 
of the order of the spin-spin relaxation time (Tg) for the nuclei. The
correlation time is related to D by the equation
(k2)
where d is the distance between like neighbors. The thermal dependence 
of D is given by the expression
D 3 D. «*P (-Q/fe-r) ( w
where Q is the activation energy and DQ is the limiting diffusion con­
stant at infinite temperature. Values for Q and Dq must fall in a 
region that is limited by our two estimates of D.
The first condition no motional narrowing of the resonance 
line means that the correlation time is greater than Tg. The longest 
Tg for any of the free induction decays of GaAs is about 200 micro­
seconds. The highest temperature at which a sample has been held 
while looking at the free induction decay is about 120°C ( il00°K).
No motional narrowing was seen for that temperature, therefore, it is 
used to set the upper limit on the diffusion constant. By using
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TABLE VI
Ratio of change^ in defect 
density of Midsection to
change in defect density of 2
Side section (R) Temperature ( C) D(cm /sec)
0.5 ± 0.0U 550°C (2.8 ±  0.6) X 10 6
0.87 ±  0.09 600°C (3.9 ± 0.6) X io“6
0.77 ±  0.07 6oo°c (3.3 ±  0.6) X io-6
0.k2 + 0.01 700°C (2.7 i  0.6) X io-6
y ih -3
initial defect density of all samples assumed to be 1.9 x 10 cm
Diffusion constants calculated from the ratio of the defect density of 
the middle slice to the side slice of the thermally damaged samples
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Eqs. (U2) and (U3)» we find D and Q must fall in a region where by the
o
expression
D e< (''i Joowtul) (UU)
The second condition the thermally damaged samples being nearly
homogeneous leads to the diffusion constant being greater than or equal to
those values for diffusion constants found in Table VI. There the lower
o 6 2
limit on the diffusion constant at 550 C is found to be 2.8 x 10~ cm /sec.
This confines Dq and Q to a region defined by
(®/Jt(SZOK))
The region in which both conditions are satisfied is shown graphically in 
Fig. 10.
The lower portion of this region has D !s which are comparable
2 27
to that quoted for GaAs in the literature of 0.7 cm /sec. However, the
activation energy for such D's is a factor of 3 below the reported value 
27
of 3.2 eV. The higher purity of our samples can also explain the 
rapid diffusion rates we find compared to those measured in less pure 
samples. If the vacancies that contribute to the self diffusion are 
trapped out in complexes in the less pure samples, then the rapid dif­
fusion in the pure samples would be understandable. Once again additional 
measurements are needed to confirm this hypothesis.
A better measurement of the diffusion constant can be obtained
at lower temperatures by measuring T^p , employing the method pioneered
28
by Slichter and Ailion. T is the lifetime of the local order of the
XP
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Figure 10. Region of acceptable Q's and D ' s
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spin system, which is very sensitive to the motion of the nuclei through
the lattice. By measuring , it is possible to measure correlation
times that are less than the usual spin-lattice relaxation time (T ).
For the arsenic resonance is approximately 0.33 seconds at room
temperature. Therefore, using this method, it should be possible to
measure the diffusion constant at room temperature if it is greater 
-15 2than 2 x 10 cm /sec. If the diffusion constant is greater than 
-15 22 x 10 cm /sec, however, it would be too large to be accounted for
by the D 1 s and Q's found in the region defined by Fig. 10. Therefore,
at room temperature we would not expect to encounter such a rate.
However, at higher temperature, say 120°C, one should be able to measure
the diffusion constant if it is as large as expected from the thermal
29damage studies. For this temperature, T^ is 0.13 sec. Therefore the
diffusion constant should be measurable if Q is less than 1.3 eV and
2
D is less than 310 cm /sec. 
o
The most important results of this experiment are the conclu­
sion that in high purity GaAs there is no stable, permanent radiation 
damage, and the diffusion constant is greater than in samples which are 
less pure. The reason for both effects appears to be that the impurities 
present in the crystal impede the motion of the vacancies in the lattice.
A controlled measurement of the diffusion constant in different samples 
of high purity is needed to understand completely the mechanisms involved.
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